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Abstract
Studies of behaviour are of major importance in understanding human pain and
pain in other animals such as fish. Almost all of the characteristics of the
mammalian pain system are also described for fish. Emotions, feelings and
learning from these are controlled in the fish brain in areas anatomically
different but functionally very similar to those in mammals. The evidence of pain
and fear system function in fish is so similar to that in humans and other
mammals that it is logical to conclude that fish feel fear and pain. Fish are
sentient beings.
Key (2015) is scornful about evidence from studies of fish behaviour indicating
that fish are aware and feel pain but presents a thorough explanation of the pain
system in the human brain and concludes that fish could not feel pain, or have
any other feelings, as they do not have the brain structures that allow pain and
other feelings in humans. Section 2 of his paper emphasises “the cortical origins
of human pain” and states that “structure determines function”, explaining the

functions of the five layers of the human cortex. He also argues that there is “no
evidence for the emergence of novel pain regions in the fish nervous system”
because “the circuitry is inadequate” and “feedforward pathways” are simple
explanations for responses apparently parallel with what occurs in the brain
when something is felt in humans.
Key perpetuates the distinction between nociception and pain which is a relic of
attempts to emphasise differences between humans and other animals or
between "higher" and "lower" animals. Where pain is an aversive sensation and
feeling associated with actual or potential tissue damage (Broom 2001, modified
after International Association for the Study of Pain, Iggo, 1984) the use of the
term nociception, which separates one part of the pain system from other parts,
should be discontinued. The system should be considered as a whole (Wall 1992,
Broom 2001, 2014).
The selective advantage of being able to feel and learn from pain, fear and other
feelings has been argued by Broom (1998, 2001, 2014) Dawkins (2012) and
Sneddon et al (2014). Active animals with sophisticated behaviour, such as all
vertebrates and certain invertebrates, need a certain level of pain and other
feelings in order to respond effectively to their environment and survive. Hence
pain and fear systems are phylogenetically old and very unlikely to have
suddenly appeared in mammals or in humans.
Key issues in any discussion of ﬁsh welfare are whether ﬁsh are aware of what is
happening around them, whether they are capable of cognitive processing and
whether they can have feelings such as pain (Chandroo et al. 2004, Broom 2007,
2014, 2015, Broom and Fraser 2015). Our best evidence for pain and other
feelings in humans is derived from observations of behaviour. Evidence from
human reporting is less reliable and the anatomical evidence is of little use
without observations of behaviour and physiology.
There has been evidence for many years that some ﬁsh must have mental
representations of their environment in order to be able to: navigate (Reese,

1989; Rodriguez et al., 1994), learn spatial relationships (Odling-Smee and
Braithwaite, 2003), use information about sequences of spatial information (Burt
de Perera, 2004), recognize social companions (Swaney et al., 2001), avoid for
some months or years places where they have previously encountered a
predator (Czanyi and Doka, 1993) or were caught on a hook (Beukema, 1970). In
recent learning studies (Salwiczek et al., 2012, Pepperberg and Hartsfield, 2014)
showed that cleaner wrasse fish, and also parrots, perform better in a complex
learning task, in which they have to learn to discriminate reliable from
ephemeral food sources, than chimpanzees, orangutans or capuchin monkeys. It
is likely that many of these fish abilities are associated with some degree of
feeling. The timing of events can be integrated to allow ﬁsh to produce
appropriate avoidance responses (Portavella et al., 2004; Yue et al., 2004), and it
is difﬁcult to explain the results of their studies without assuming that the ﬁsh
feel fear.
Evidence for pain in fish is reviewed by Braithwaite (2010) and Sneddon et al
(2014). Fish nociceptors are very similar to those of mammals and, of the 18
criteria for pain perception listed by Sneddon et al (2014), 17 are common to fish
and mammals and only relief learning has not yet been demonstrated for fish.
For example, in the rainbow trout, Onchorhynchus mykiss, anatomical and
electrophysiological investigation of the nociceptors connected to the trigeminal
nerve has revealed that these ﬁsh have two types of nociceptor, A-delta and c
ﬁbres (Sneddon, 2002; Sneddon et al., 2003a). The transmitter substance P, and
the analgesic opioid enkephalins and β-endorphin which act as endogenous
analgesics in mammals, are present in ﬁsh (Rodriguez-Moldes et al., 1993;
Zaccone et al., 1994; Balm and Pottinger, 1995) and the behavioural responses of
goldﬁsh to analgesics are the same as in rats (Ehrensing et al., 1982). When
Sneddon et al. (2003b) administered weak acetic acid solution or bee venom to
the mouth of a trout, the ﬁsh rested on the substratum, rocked from side to side
and rubbed their snouts on solid surfaces. These behaviours stopped when the
analgesic morphine was given.
The parts of the brain used during fear and pain responses are not anatomically

the same in ﬁsh (Broglio et al., 2003) as in mammals but the function is very
similar. Different groups of fish may use different parts of their brains to show
fear and pain responses and learn from them. Recent information about fish
shows that, associated with fear and pain behaviour (Portavella et al. 2004), fish
have in their brains areas with functions that closely parallel those of the
amygdala and hippocampus in mammals. These are the brain areas in mammals
that process emotion, feeling and learning from emotions. In some fish, the
medial and lateral telencephalic pallium, process emotion and learning.
Kawakami and colleagues have shown that zebrafish, learning from a fear
situation, have brain activity in the habenula and other areas and that transgenic
fish that lack such areas, or normal fish treated with a neurotoxin that targets
such areas, cannot respond to and learn from fear responses. Asakawa et al.
(2008) describe the production of and effects on the transgenic zebrafish, Muto
et al (2013) demonstrate visualization of neuronal activity in the optic tectum of
larval zebrafish during active behaviour, Agetsuma et al (2010) give evidence for
the habenula being critical for fear-dependent learning in zebrafish and further
work links the imaging and brain area deletion evidence for the functions
(Kawakami, personal communication).

Fish do not have an amygdala and

hippocampus that is anatomically homologous to those of humans but they have
functionally analogous brain areas whose function is to control emotional
responses and learn from them. Key argues that “neither the medial pallium nor
the whole pallium is required for escape behaviours from electric shock stimuli
in fish” and that ablation of the midbrain optic tectum in goldfish does not affect
escape responses. However, such escape may be controllable by a different brain
area. Key’s argument about the effects of lesions to pallial sub-regions in fish do
not show that fish do not feel pain whilst the data from the work of Portavella,
Kawakami and others strongly supports the existence of and functioning of
systems for emotional response to and learning from fear and pain in fish. I agree
with Key that “pain involves conscious neural processing” but conclude that the
evidence of pain system function in fish is so similar to that in humans and other
mammals that it is not logical to deduce that fish cannot feel pain. Fish are
sentient beings and public attitudes to them are gradually changing as scientific
evidence for their capabilities accumulates (Broom 2014).
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